
Blessings from a Heart Once Broken  
(A Poem To The Aftermath) 

  

 
 

A monument to survival 
I bled slowly but kept an honest countenance 
No one noticed the droplets as I walked away 

From the freeway crash  
Once an obelisk  

Fallen marker of my love for you 
 
 

 
Fallen Ethiopian Obelisk 
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Blessings from King David’s Lyre  
 
 

 
 

From the strumming of true strings 
Deep drone of telling 
No mutilated truths  

No songs sung by the vicious liar 
But that too is illusion 

Echoing against the canyons of time 
The clock ticking away 

Dying slowly 
In the flames of love’s pyre 

 

 
 

Me 
I know those weary words 

And yet breathe deep through this once wounded heart 
Through the healed cracks crusted in passion’s velvet blood 

I draw in life force 
And grow stronger day by day 
In the absence of your absence  
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You 
Memorialized at your best and worst  

All in one 
A hero and a coward, a sinner cloaked as saint 

A lover and a foe, a giver on the take 
In the mirror of your eyes all things etched 

All lies revealed in the flames of truth 
 

 
 

Despite all challenges 
Over the beauty of sharp stones and endless paths 

Roadmap to my healing heart 
I see the majesty of my own journey and need no other 
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You are a stranger now. . . 
 

 
 

In distorted dreams I peer into the bony caves  
That once held your loving gaze 

But no matter how I try to hold you 
You have no flesh 

And you are oblivious 
Because you once were 
What you are not today 

 

 
 

Untruth unmasked 
Is simply this: 

The truth uncovered, the lie discovered 
Over the passage of time 

Reality reveals its timely secrets  
In the new dance, false illusions  

Hold no more power 
Over Me 
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In the deep rumblings of truth 
Answers are unearthed in the priceless dig 

Of my soul-searching for Me 
 

 
 

And the key to my heart 
The will to keep my feet on the Earth 

No matter what  
Is that 

Forgiveness is in Me 
You don’t have to be there 

Love is enough! 


